Abstract-Random Network Coding (RNC) has recently been investigated as a promising solution for reliable multimedia delivery over wireless networks. RNC possess the potential for flexible and adaptive matching of packet-level error resilience to both video content importance and variable wireless channel conditions. As the demand for massive multimedia delivery over fourth generation wireless cellular standards such as Long-Term Evolution (LTE)/LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) increases, novel video-aware transmission techniques are needed. In this paper, we investigate RNC as one such promising technique, building upon our recent work on RNC integration within the LTE/LTE-A Radio Access Network at the Multiple Access Control (MAC) layer (MAC-RNC). The paper argues that the proposed MAC-RNC solution provides fundamentally new set of opportunities for dynamic collaborative transmission, content awareness, resource allocation and unequal error protection (UEP) necessary for efficient wireless multimedia delivery in LTE/LTE-A.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recent technological advances both at the user and the network side are bringing advanced multimedia delivery services over mobile cellular networks closer to reality. Indeed, today's smartphones are powerful handheld computers with large screen sizes/resolutions while user data rates offered by fourth generation cellular interfaces such as 3GPP Long-Term Evolution (LTE)/LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) satisfy high-quality multimedia streaming demands. In recent years, several mobile multimedia delivery services have been standardized, evolved and commercially used; the most notable examples include the 3GPP Packet-Switched Service (PSS) [1] , the 3GPP Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) [2] and adaptive HTTP streaming (AHS) [3] . However, apart from these upper layer efforts, LTE/LTE-A radio access network (RAN) protocols remain largely oblivious to multimedia traffic, with rare exceptions in the domain of priority-based Programme. This paper is an extended version of the original paper which appeared in the Proceedings of IEEE ICME 2012 Conference and was among the top-rated 4% of ICME'12 submissions. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prof. Enrico Magli.
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C. Khirallah scheduling and resource allocation [4] . This is in contrast with predictions that multimedia traffic will dominate future mobile cellular networks [5] . Thus, despite the fact that the LTE/LTE-A physical layer represents the state-of-the-art in communications technology, novel solutions for LTE/LTE-A adaptation to multimedia services are needed [6] . Random Network Coding (RNC) has recently been deployed on the latest generation smartphones as a promising application layer solution for reliable multimedia delivery over wireless links [7] , [8] . RNC is based on random linear coding [9] and may be understood and applied both as a rateless coding solution for unicasting/multicasting of short messages (short in terms of the number of message packets) [10] , and as a network coding solution for throughput enhancement in multi-hop/cooperative wireless environments [11] . Unequal error protection (UEP) RNC extensions [12] in combination with sparse RNC [13] represent promising approach for a low-complexity, adaptive and content-aware packet-level error-resilience solution. Given the unique flexibility of RNC to efficiently bridge the upper-layer media compression/packetization and the lower-layer wireless packet transmission, in this letter, we consider RNC as a powerful cross-layer solution for reliable multimedia delivery over LTE/LTE-A. We provide detailed performance analysis of 3GPP LTE/LTE-A multimedia delivery services, building upon our work on the MAC-RNC protocol proposed as a replacement for the MAC layer Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (MAC-HARQ) protocol [14] . The MAC-RNC protocol provides a simple and efficient RAN-wide rateless/network coding MAC sublayer designed to improve the delivery of upper-layer packets across single hop or multi-hop RAN topologies such as LTE-A Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) [15] . It is designed to increase throughput, simplify system design, support dynamic (opportunistic) collaborative data delivery or exchange in HetNets and enable multimedia content awareness within lower-layer LTE RAN protocols.
II. MAC-HARQ VS MAC-RNC SOLUTIONS FOR LTE/LTE-A
In this section, we briefly review the LTE RAN protocol stack, both the version proposed in 3GPP standard [16] - [18] , and the modification based on MAC-RNC proposed in [14] .
A. 3GPP LTE RAN Protocol Stack: A Review
The LTE provides wireless broadband IP connectivity to the mobile user equipment (UE) through the new evolved UMTS terrestrial RAN (E-UTRAN) architecture [16] . Fig. 1(a) illustrates the protocol stack responsible for the downlink IP packet flow. IP packets enter the base station called e-NodeB (eNB) through the Packet Data Conversion Protocol (PDCP). After header compression and ciphering, PDCP encapsulated IP packets (IP/PDCP) are delivered to the Radio Link Control (RLC) layer. The RLC layer performs segmentation/concatenation of IP/PDCP packets into RLC packets to fit the MAC frame size requirements, which are in turn selected to fit the physical layer (PHY) transport block (TB) size. Thus each MAC frame is allocated a single PHY TB for transmission over the eNB/UE interface. For unicast services, reliable MAC frame delivery over the eNB/UE link is supported by the MAC-HARQ mechanism. If HARQ retransmissions fail, and if the RLC-layer Acknowledged Mode (AM) is used, an additional RLC-level ARQ mechanism is used to guarantee reliable RLC packet delivery [17] . The PHY TB is a PHY layer packet mapped to a unit of PHY timefrequency resources on the wireless link called the resource block pair (RBP). One PHY RBP is equal to 1 ms of time duration: a time slot called the transmission time interval (TTI), and 12 OFDM carriers (180 kHz) of bandwidth. The PHY TB size (TBS) in every TTI depends on: i) the adaptive modulation/coding scheme selected by the MAC scheduler based on the channel quality indicator (CQI) reported by the UE, and ii) the number of PHY RBPs allocated to the UE (see Table I , TBS column, for the case ).
B. MAC Layer Random Network Coding (MAC-RNC)
The MAC-RNC solution in Fig. 1 (b) is proposed as a replacement for the MAC-HARQ protocol [14] . The two solutions differ starting from the RLC layer and represent two alternatives for reliable delivery of RLC encapsulated IP/PDCP packet over the eNB/UE interface.
The standardized solution delivers a PDCP/IP packet through parallel, independent and time-interleaved delivery of its disjoint segments (MAC frames), supported by the MAC-HARQ protocol for reliable delivery (see Fig. 1(a) ). The PDCP/IP packet is received once all of its RLC/MAC encapsulated segments are received by the UE [17] .
In contrast, the proposed MAC-RNC scheme does not segment the PDCP/IP packet. Instead, the RLC layer encapsulates the PDCP/IP packet directly into the RLC packet. This preserves the integrity of IP packets carrying video content data units (e.g., H.264/AVC Network Adaptation Layer-NAL units [19] ). In case larger RLC packets are required by the MAC layer, the RLC layer concatenates multiple PDCP/IP packets into a single RLC packet ( Fig. 1(b) ).
At the MAC layer, RLC message is processed by the MAC-RNC sublayer: it is divided into equal-length source symbols , from which a stream of RNC-encoded symbols is produced. In this work, we apply systematic RNC over , where the source symbols are transmitted first, followed by a rateless stream of encoded symbols obtained as , where is selected uniformly at random [14] . An appropriate number of equal-length encoded symbols are grouped into a MAC frame to fit the upcoming PHY TBS reported by the MAC scheduler. The MAC frame is encapsulated into the PHY TB and transmitted without HARQ retransmissions. We assume RNC coding coefficients are recovered by using common seed of the random number generator [14] .
From each correctly received PHY TB at the UE, the set of encoded packets is extracted and delivered to the progressive GE decoder at the MAC-RNC decoding sublayer [7] . Due to low PHY TB error rates ( %, [18] ), most systematic symbols will arrive intact, thus reducing the size of the matrices to be inverted at the GE decoder to significantly below . We note that low-energy MAC-RNC implementations suitable for mobile devices are recently investigated in [20] . As soon as linearly independent encoded packets are received from the stream of MAC frames, the UE MAC entity feeds back a single ACK message finalizing the RLC packet delivery.
The key MAC-RNC design issue is to select an appropriate symbol size so that: i) the source message length , and ii) the integer number of encoded symbols tightly fit the variable size PHY TBS. The PHY TBS grows proportionally to the PHY RBP allocation and the CQI value reported by the UE. In [14] , a flexible symbol size of bytes is proposed that results in encapsulation of 2 to 20 encoded symbols per MAC frame (depending on the CQI value). Based on the allocation to the UE, the RLC layer will concatenate a sufficient number of incoming IP/PDCP packets into a source message od length [7] , [14] . Finally, we note that RNC-based schemes have been recently considered for use in IEEE 802.16 WiMAX [22] , [23] .
III. MAC-RNC SOLUTION FOR MULTIMEDIA DELIVERY SERVICES OVER LTE/LTE-A
This section explores possible impacts of MAC-RNC integration within LTE/LTE-A E-UTRAN on the performance of major multimedia delivery services currently used in LTE/LTE-A. The study is based on realistic LTE/LTE-A E-UTRAN data transmission modeling overlaid by simulation of transmission of compressed video sequences for unicast and multicast/broadcast 3GPP multimedia delivery services. 
A. System Model for Multimedia Delivery Services
We consider mobile IP-based video delivery services where IP data streams deliver video content to the UE(s). Each IP video stream is allocated a set of time-frequency resources at the eNB/UE radio-interface, represented by a set of PHY RBPs over a time-sequence of TTI slots.
For unicast video services, based on the reported channel conditions (CQI values) for the allocated resources, the eNB applies an appropriate coding and modulation scheme over the PHY TBs scheduled for upcoming TTIs (see Table I , modulation and code rate columns). In contrast, in the current 3GPP MBMS, the eNB applies a fixed PHY transmission scheme targeting global cellular coverage irrespective of the individual UE channel conditions.
We consider an LTE/LTE-A system model consisting of a macrocellular network with 19 macro-cells arranged in two tiers around a central eNB. For a UE placed at a distance from the eNB, the average signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) at the UE is [16] : (1) where is the eNB transmission power (per cell sector); and are the eNB and the UE antenna gains (including 3GPP defined horizontal and vertical antenna patterns); is the intra-cell interference power from all the interfering eNBs at the UE location; is the wall penetration loss for signals received at indoor UEs; and and are the shadowing loss and the path loss in dB measured using shadowing variances and path loss models defined in Table II following [16] .
After an average SINR is obtained at the location of a UE using (1), the time-dynamics of the fading effect is modeled using the Finite-State Markov Chain (FSMC) channel model [24] . However, our model is slightly changed compared to [24] : the division of SINR values into the set of states is for LTE/LTE-A naturally provided by the CQI intervals in Table I (SINR column) . As a result, for each UE, the model provides an evolution of reported channel quality CQI values (states) over a sequence of TTIs. Furthermore, for each CQI state, we divide the corresponding SINR interval into equidistant SINR values (substates) to precisely model block error rates (BLER) of each transmitted PHY TB. BLERs of different substates are independently obtained using a PHY layer LTE/LTE-A simulator [25] . Overall, the described model is able to provide realistic data for PHY TB level simulations: i) CQI values, and ii) PHY TB BLERs (with or without HARQ mechanism), over a sequence of TTIs at any UE.
We have implemented the link-level LTE simulator using both MAC-HARQ and MAC-RNC schemes. The obtained traces of MAC PDU/PHY TB transmissions correspond very well to realistic link-level LTE predictions [18] . The details are however omitted due to space constraints and readers interested in details are referred to [14] .
B. MAC-RNC for Unicast Services
In this section, we investigate the impact of replacing MAC-HARQ with the MAC-RNC protocol for unicast video delivery services. We consider downlink video delivery of 30 s of repeated H.264/AVC [19] compressed Foreman CIF (352 288) sequence of length 300 frames, encoded at 30 frames per second into the group of pictures (GOP) of size 16 frames. The compressed video is packetized into fixed size H.264/AVC NAL units to match the usual IP maximum transmission unit size of 1500 bytes. The 3GPP PSS service with ideal rate adaptation is implemented, i.e., we assume no packet losses due to buffer overflows/underflows (thus we encounter only losses at the eNB/UE radio interface) and very fine source adaptation to the instantaneous channel data rate by adapting the video encoding Quantization Parameter (QP) with possible stream switching after each GOP. The receiver playout buffer collects the video packets received over the last 5 seconds. For details about the 3GPP PSS streaming mechanism, we refer the interested reader to [1] . Within LTE RAN protocols, RLC unacknowledged mode (UM) that does not use RLC ARQ is applied; we assume TCP retransmissions at the transport layer.
The pedestrian UE ( km/h) is placed at distance from the central eNB in an indoor urban propagation model, along the radial line that represents the symmetry axis of one of its sectors (the remaining eNBs serve as interferers). The LTE Category 1 UE is assumed with a resource allocation of 6 PHY RBPs (1.4 MHz). This provides for a peak data rate of around 4 Mbps in our single-input single-output (SISO) LTE setup. However, the source video data rate is limited to 1.6 Mbps for the lowest QP value applied. In Fig. 2 , we present the average rate and Y-PSNR of the UE located in the interval m, i.e., towards the cell edge. The MAC-RNC consistently outperforms the MAC-HARQ, though with modest improvements of kbps and dB towards the cell edge. Fig. 3 shows similar behavior for data rates averaged over a 5 s buffering delay (typical for streaming applications) for a single simulation run of 30 s duration. Both the MAC-HARQ and MAC-RNC schemes are applied over the same channel trace and the UE is located at m from the eNB.
The MAC-HARQ scheme is in general very efficient, thus the slightly better MAC-RNC rates confirm its strong potential. In particular, at the cell edge (and for high user mobility [14] ), the MAC-RNC performance advantage increases, as detailed in [14] . Overall, in the traditional macro-cellular setup and for unicast video delivery services, integration of the MAC-RNC solution comes at no performance cost but with significant conceptual and implementation simplicity relative to the standardized MAC-HARQ protocol.
Finally, we note that for unicast streaming services, application-layer forward error correction (AL-FEC) solutions are usually not considered. Next, we consider video multicast/broadcast services where reliability is typically enhanced using AL-FEC solutions such as DF Raptor codes [21] . 
C. MAC-RNC for Multicast/Broadcast Services
The enhanced MBMS (eMBMS) standard is introduced in Release 8 [16] and proposes two transmission schemes: the single-cell (SCeMBMS) and the single frequency network (SFN-eMBMS) transmission. The former allows user feedback on channel conditions and dynamic selection of the modulation and coding (MC) mode most suitable for the group of served UEs. The advantage of this scheme is dynamic adaptation to the current distribution of users in the cell including cell switch-off in the cells with no active users. The latter represents a coordinated effort of macro eNBs to cover the network with the same physical signal, where a fixed MC scheme adapted to match the worst-case edge-user requirements is applied. SFN-eMBMS results in increased achievable rates at the cell edge. In contrast to SC-eMBMS, SFN-eMBMS is fixed and designed in advance and does not depend on the user distribution over the cells [26] .
For both eMBMS configurations, MAC-HARQ is not used due to large amount of feedback from UEs. Optionally, reliability can be enhanced using application layer AL-FEC as proposed by the standard [2] . In contrast, if MAC-RNC is used, the reliability mechanism is shifted from the end-to-end domain (AL-FEC), into a more flexible erasure/network coding protection sublayer integrated within the E-UTRAN domain, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Similarly to unicast connections, at the eNB, the IP packet stream of an eMBMS session is processed by the PDCP layer, appropriately sized source chunks are defined at the RLC layer, and after the MAC-RNC encoding, a suitable number of encoded symbols are encapsulated into the MAC PDU, and then into the PHY TB. PHY TBs are multicasted/broadcasted over allocated set of PHY PRBs using a fixed MC scheme resulting in the constant number of RNC-encoded symbols per PHY TB.
In current eMBMS proposals, low-rate QPSK-based MC schemes are usually selected to ensure high service coverage and reliability. However, this results in serious under utilization of UEs with favorable channel conditions. For this reason, flexible multi-rate eMBMS realizations are recently considered [27] . In this case, the available resources (PHY RBs) are split into sub-groups and different MC schemes are applied over data transmitted within different sub-groups. Multi-rate eMBMS works particularly well in combination with scalable video coders, where the base layer is assigned resources that use the most robust MC scheme, while higher layers are assigned resources using more efficient MC schemes.
In the following, we consider a MAC-RNC-based multi-rate eMBMS scenario where a scalable video coded Foreman CIF (352 288) sequence is encoded using H.264/SVC [28] at 30 frames per second with GOPs of size 16 frames into layers (base layer and three enhancement layers) and transmitted over the set of PHY RBPs. Each video layer represents a stream of IP packets of 1500 bytes length. At the eNB, the IP packets of different layers undergo the sequence of processing from PDCP to PHY layer (including the MAC-RNC sublayer), as described in Section II-B. At the PHY, the PHY TBs corresponding to the -th layer are assigned the MC scheme and allocated PHY RBs . Different assignments of and pairs lead to different eMBMS performance. In Fig. 5 the performance of two ad-hoc selected multi-rate schemes are presented and compared to two single-rate cases that apply Foreman CIF (352 288) sequence encoded using H.264/AVC at two different rates. For comparison, the data rate and Y-PSNR of both AVC and a layered SVC version, averaged over the frames of the first GOP in the sequence, are given in Table III . The figure demonstrates significantly better performance of the multi-rate eMBMS combined with the SVC stream as compared to the single-rate AVC-based solution (the performance loss close to the eNB is due to antenna tilt angle). The optimized resource allocation and MC assignment for the MAC-RNC-based multi-rate eMBMS is part of our ongoing work [29] . However, it is worth noting that the MAC-RNC is particularly suitable for multi-rate eMBMS solutions as it can be tightly integrated with the resource allocation and MC scheduling process residing at the MAC-scheduler, thus providing for jointly optimized solution. This is considerably harder to achieve using AL-FEC independent of the underlying LTE/LTE-A E-UTRAN protocols.
D. MAC-RNC for Collaborative Delivery Over HetNets
In this subsection, we continue the unicast example from Section III-B. Within the E-UTRAN, an additional micro eNB is introduced at the distance m from the macro eNB (Fig. 4 ). We consider the same H.264/AVC video sequence Foreman delivered to the UE that moves along the radial line starting from the macro eNB and going towards the micro eNB. The stream of IP packets delivering the source sequence is forwarded from the macro eNB via the X2 interface to the micro eNB, and is synchronously processed by its own MAC-RNC sublayer to produce an independent stream of encoded packets from the same sequence of RLC packets. Note that the delay of ms across the X2 interface, which is a requirement for Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) transmission, is sufficient for synchronized RLC PDU delivery from multiple points. Fig. 6 illustrates the data rates and PSNR values of reproduced video sequence at the UE as a function of the distance from the macro eNB for cases where the UE connects to either macro or micro eNB, or both. From to m, the UE may opportunistically connect to both access points in order to maintain high video quality, supported by intra-RAN MAC-RNC coordination. From m onward, the UE can be offloaded to the micro eNB which provides favorable channel conditions for full quality video, while releasing macro eNB resources.
IV. ADVANTAGES OF MAC-RNC FOR MULTIMEDIA DELIVERY SERVICES IN LTE/LTE-A
In this section, we complete our analysis with a list of additional arguments in favor of using the MAC-RNC, which are not directly observable from simulation experiments.
1) The MAC-RNC introduces redundancy only across the E-UTRAN links, using less network resources than AL-FEC that introduces end-to-end redundancy (Fig. 4) .
2) When MAC-RNC uses a large field size (e.g., ), it performs very close to the optimal short-length rateless codes. Given the assumption that the (progressive) GE decoding implemented within the MAC hardware [20] should invert small matrices with negligible delay, the feedback delay should be of the order of the PHY TB decoding time ( ms). Thus the amount of redundancy introduced by the MAC-RNC with (almost) instantaneous feedback is close to the minimum required for variable wireless channel conditions.
3) The MAC-RNC reduces the number of feedback messages to a single ACK per RLC packet while the MAC-HARQ protocol requires a (N)ACK message per MAC frame.
4) MAC-RNC coded packets may be collaboratively exchanged by collocated UEs or forwarded by small cells (micro/femto/pico) or relay nodes in LTE-A HetNets to improve the media delivery process [30] , [31] . The "path diversity approach" for short-length RNC-coded lowerlayer messages is an attractive alternative to the "time-diversity approach" for long AL-FEC coded upper-layer messages.
5) The UE may occasionally feedback the number of received linearly independent encoded packets (i.e., "received rank") [32] . This could help the MAC scheduler to optimally allocate PHY RBs on upcoming TTIs to different UEs in order to ideally match the number of remaining coded packets required by each UE to the available system resources.
6) In the MAC-RNC framework, the RLC layer manipulates directly the IP encapsulated video packets. Thus, during RLC encapsulation, the RLC layer may exploit content-awareness that could be enabled by minimal additional cross-layer interaction with the application layer video coding process. For example, RLC messages may be organized into unequal importance blocks, which may be further matched by UEP version of the MAC-RNC sublayer.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we investigated the impact of the MAC-RNC solution introduced in [14] on the flexibility and efficiency of multimedia delivery services over LTE/LTE-A. We demonstrated its potential to offer new opportunities for LTE-A E-UTRAN adaptation to packetized multimedia delivery including content awareness, UEP, novel resource allocation strategies and network coded cooperation.
